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Abstract
Organizational Culture in a school and Institution is highly reflects values and norms which is being the vision and mission of the institution in achieving its goals. The suitable culture in its application will have a positive impact in work motivation to improve teachers’ performance better. The good performances of Educators and education staffs will make the achievement results in the organization increase. This analysis used the independent variable of culture organization and work motivation, and independent variable is teacher performance. As for the sample in this study were the formal and informal teachers of MBI. In this study, the sample collection technique of researcher used probability sampling in simple random sampling, and the data collection technique use questionnaire which was distributed directly to 60 respondents. The result of this study shows that organizational culture (X1) and work motivation (X2) has a positive and significant effect on teacher performance (Y) either partially or simultaneously. In thin study there is an effect between X1 and Y partially as seen from the t-test result that the t research is 2.655 > t table is 2.00247, for the effects is 54.5%. And there is an effect between X2 and Y partially as seen from the t-test result that the t research is 2.181 > t tabel 2,00247, for the effects is 44.7%. And find the result of the calculation of the effect simultaneously that is 96.8%.
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INTRODUCTION
Schools are educational institutions that have an obligation to serve public education which aims to provide intelligence for the nation’s successors (students)(M. Abdullah, 2019; Berglund, 2019). Therefore, the role that schools have is very important and used as a means of carrying out the need for an education. In implementing education in schools, teachers

Abstrak
Budaya Organisasi di Sekolah dan Lembaga sangat mencerminkan nilai dan norma yang menjadi visi dan misi lembaga dalam mencapai tujuannya. Budaya yang sesuai dalam penerapannya akan berdampak positif pada motivasi kerja untuk meningkatkan kinerja guru menjadi lebih baik. Kinerja Pendidik dan tenaga kependidikan yang baik akan membentuk hasil prestasi dalam organisasi semakin meningkat. Analisis ini menggunakan variabel bebas budaya organisasi dan motivasi kerja, sedangkan variabel bebasnya adalah kinerja guru. Adapun sampel dalam penelitian ini adalah guru formal dan informal MBI. Dalam penelitian ini teknik pengambilan sampel peneliti menggunakan probability sampling dengan cara simple random sampling, dan teknik pengumpulan data menggunakan kuesioner yang dihagikan langsung kepada 60 responden. Hasil penelitian menunjukkan bahwa budaya organisasi (X1) dan motivasi kerja (X2) berpengaruh positif dan signifikan terhadap kinerja guru (Y) baik secara parsial maupun simultan. Pada penelitian tipis terdapat pengaruh antara X1 dan Y secara parsial dibuat dari hasil uji t bahwa t penelitian sesbesar 2,655 > t tabel 2,00247, untuk pengaruh sebesar 54,5%. Dan terdapat pengaruh antara X2 dan Y secara parsial terlibat dari hasil uji t bahwa t penelitian sesbesar 2,181 > t tabel 2,00247, untuk pengaruh sebesar 44,7%. Dan mendapatkan hasil perhitungan pengaruh secara simultan yaitu 96,8%.
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are people who are needed during education (Ab Halim Tamuri et al., 2013; Fajriana & Aliyah, 2019; Ridwan, 2018).

The teacher is the most important part in implementing education. The success of the teaching and learning process and the quality of education are largely influenced by teachers (educators) (Baker & Reyes, 2020; Chalim et al., 2020; Nadolny, 2011). Therefore, attention to teachers will be a priority in order to always provide increased educational outcomes. In Law (UUD) Number 20, 2003, which contains an explanation of the National Education System which explains that educators (teachers) are professional staff and are assigned to plan, implement, assess and carry out guidance and training. Especially for educators in higher education, they are required to do research and also serve the community.

International Standard Madrasah (MBI) Amanatul Ummah (AU) is part of the excellent Amanatul Ummah institution, and has an “A” accreditation located in Pacet Mojokerto, every year it always passes 100% in the UN and almost all students or 98% of they continue their education to State Universities. In the new Academic Year 2014-2015, MBI AU opens 10 classes for new student registration. The MBI facilities and infrastructure are well processed and presented, providing a curriculum that can summarize the National Curriculum, the International Curriculum, and the Al-Azhar curriculum (Cairo-Egypt). The MBI AU has also become the object of comparative studies for schools / madrasahs from almost all over Indonesia.

MBI AU Pacet Mojokerto has an excellent organizational culture to build great character and discipline for students and educators. In admitting new teachers, MBI Amanatul Ummah has standardized teachers, that is, they must have completed at least a Bachelor's degree (S-1) education. There is also a culture that exists, namely regarding the provision of monitoring and evaluation, in MBI there are meetings between leaders and teachers that are held, namely weekly, monthly and also annual meetings.

In an effort to improve the performance of teachers, organizational culture in institutions or madrasah has a very important role. The role of culture is used as a tool in determining the direction and goals of the organization, directing what should be done and left behind and also providing the same understanding to teachers (educators) about how the organization should be and also how educators (teachers) behave and motivate. work given in an effort to improve teacher performance in it.

Work motivation at MBI is well provided by both the leadership and the institution. In order to continue to improve
the performance of teachers in these madrasas. Apart from demanding obligations, there are rights and welfare of teachers which are also given or facilitated. Namely in the case of honorary awards, in which MBI has 3 levels (grade) of teachers, namely: grade A, B and C and also provides facilities called BMI (Baitul Maal wal Ist'l'arah), namely interest-free and collateral-free loan facilities, and there are also awards. As well as related to performance, such as in terms of discipline, from when they enter to return from school, they are obliged to perform absences, namely using a smart card which is one of the systems used by the institution, and this also applies to educators or teachers who teach at therein.

The definition of performance according to Suntoro is the result of the performance achieved by individuals and groups of people who are in the madrasah (institution), this achievement must be in accordance with the rules and norms that exist within the madrasah as well as full responsibility for achieving the goals of the madrasah (Abd Hamid et al., 2012; Darma & Supriyanto, 2017; Felicen et al., 2014). Good or bad performance of educators is sometimes influenced by internal factors as well as external factors, and must be a concern for madrasah management (Alkrdem & Alqahtani, 2016; Hassi, 2012). Performance is a description of the level of achievement of the implementation of an activity program or policy so that the goals, objectives, vision and mission of the organization are realized through the strategic planning of an organization (Jones & Rao, 2008; Marquardt, 2011). Performance can be known and measured if an individual or group of education personnel already has criteria or benchmarks for success standards set by the organization (Hallinger & Hammad, 2019). And in order for the plan to be successful, the principal can conduct monthly evaluations such as meetings, which aim to find out the report on the performance of the existing education personnel (Mesiono, 2019; Siahaan et al., 2020).

Talking about performance does not escape from Human Resources (HR) as the perpetrator. HR here is defined as a teacher in a school (Mathis & Jackson, 2011, 2011). Schools really need a teacher who is able to provide good quality, loyalty and is able to improve their performance in order to achieve school goals (Belcourt & McBey, 2013; Young, 2009). In a study conducted by Marwan, it provides conclusions from the results of research which indicate that performance is directly influenced by leadership behavior, organizational culture, achievement motivation and job satisfaction. So according to this study, organizational culture can also affect teacher performance.
In connection with the realization of school goals, this cannot be separated from the performance of the teachers who are in the school. Teacher performance is basically focused on teacher behavior in their work (Chhapra et al., 2018). Organizational culture also has an influence on teacher performance, because culture is a habit that is embedded in teachers (M. L. Abdullah & Syahri, 2019; Alam, 2018). For example, a culture of discipline embedded in schools that requires teachers not to arrive late. If this culture has been implemented, the work that is accountable to teachers will be carried out effectively and efficiently (Warti’ah, 2020). However, in carrying out the culture of the institution, it is expected that it is always carried out by teachers and must also be motivated by the leaders. And so it is with motivation, if motivation continues to be given, the teacher's performance will be maximized in carrying out their duties (Brandmiller et al., 2020).

Motivation is a very important subject for managers, because the existence of a motivation can provide an increase in the productivity of members while working. There are three kinds of motivation that can be known, first, motivation can provide a description of strength (energy) so that it can behave properly when carrying out activities. Second, a movement has a goal of orientation from motivation to achieve the goals of the organization. Third, it can provide motivation in doing a job. The strength of a spirit will be a very strong impetus for him (internal factors) and his work environment. Another cause is the factor of cultural values in an institution so that it can give a boost to high performance (work performance) (Hagger & Chatzisarantis, 2012).

Job satisfaction is related to someone's hope for a prosperous life. Satisfaction of performance for teachers will have an impact on discipline, achievement and the quality of their work. For teachers who feel satisfaction from work results, it can also have a positive influence in improving the quality of an education (Chen & Chen, 2014). Likewise, if the job satisfaction of teachers is low, it will also have a negative impact on the development of the quality of education. For example, teachers who do not carry out their obligations, do not use lesson planning, and also always complain are signs of a low satisfaction for teachers. Therefore, organizational culture and motivation have a very big impact on teacher performance satisfaction (Amaliah et al., 2015).

Based on the results of research conducted by Rahayu entitled "The relationship between organizational culture and teacher performance in private elementary schools in Koto Tengah district, Padang. Has an indicator of the quality of
work results and the time used, has a high category with a value of 81.41%. The organizational culture of teachers in Private Elementary Schools (SDS), Koto Tengah District, Padang, and was stated to be sufficient with a value of 78.75%. Therefore it can be concluded that there is an influence of organizational culture on teacher performance (Ishan, 2018).

Then the second is produced by a researcher named Madyo Ekosusilo, who provides research conclusions and shows that organizational culture in schools, the behavior of a leader, pedagogical abilities, enthusiasm, and performance simultaneously have a positive and significant effect on the satisfaction of teachers’ performance results, value 65.827%. Based on this description, it can be concluded that human resource management needs to pay attention to organizational culture, compensation and performance motivation because it will affect teacher performance, either directly or indirectly, and will also affect the quality and productivity of the institution or madrasah (Ekosusilo & Soepardjo, 2014).

Based on the background of the problems described above, the researcher is interested in conducting a study with the title "The Influence of Organizational Culture and Work Motivation on Teacher Performance at the International Standard Madrasah (MBI) Amanatul Ummah Pacet Mojokerto".

**METHOD**

The design in this study is a design for the research procedures to be carried out and is also used in obtaining answers to the research statements that have been formulated. In the implementation of this study using analysis techniques from quantitative data and has the aim to test the hypothesis between the hypothesized variables and explain the causal influence between the variables through testing the hypothesis. The purpose of hypothesis testing is to determine the probability that the hypothesis is supported by empirical facts or data (Muri, 2017; Sugiyono, 2014).

The implementation of this research is located at MBI Nurul Ummah Pacet Mojokerto, Jalan Raya Tirtowening No. 2, Kembangbelor village, Pacet sub-district, Mojokerto district, East Java province, postal code 61374. Researchers consider in determining the research location based on the following aspects: there are teacher performance that is not too optimal, skills and efforts are still needed for optimal organizational culture and motivation ongoing work to improve teacher performance at MBI.

**RESULT AND DISCUSSION**

According to Sugiyono, what is meant by sample in a quantitative study is
part of the number and characteristics of the population. The determination of the number of samples from a certain population developed from Isaac and Michael for the error rate, namely, 1%, 5% and 10%. The population used by the researchers in this study were the teachers at the International Standard Madrasah (MBI) Amanatul Ummah Pacet Mojokerto.

In the following, the researcher can present a discussion description of the research results based on each variable and to answer the research hypothesis which can be described below:

**The Influence of Organizational Culture on Educator Performance**

Based on the results of the analysis (t-test), it can be seen that there is a positive and also significant influence between organizational culture on teacher performance at MBI AU Pacet Mojokerto, so that the results of the calculation are 54.5%, with a research t of 2.655. > t table of 2.00247. So based on the results of the calculation of this significant figure obtained from testing the questionnaire on variable X1 (organizational culture) against Y (teacher performance) using SPSS version 25.

Organizational culture is the total values, norms, beliefs that are shared and upheld by members of the organization, so that culture provides a pattern and direction to the members of the organization. Which is related to this that organizational culture has many indicators that researchers have tested on respondents (research samples), including individual initiative, support for management, direction, communication patterns, and commitment and sincerity.

The organizational culture that exists and has been implemented or implemented by the MBI Amanatul Ummah Pacet Mojokerto educational institution is very good. Because the leaders or principals at MBI are called coordinators, have implemented a culture of mentoring, embracing each other, and continuously (intensely) in providing encouragement and support to teachers. In MBI, teachers are encouraged to have initiative and think creatively at work, and they are also given the freedom to express opinions regarding things that can be done in order to continue to improve the progress of the institution (madrasah) and increase the quantity and quality of student graduates (output) resulting from.

Then the management support at MBI is very good for teachers. The majority of teaching teachers at MBI AU Pacet are undergraduate education in accordance with their field of expertise and the standardization of teacher admission is required to have completed Bachelor. Some teachers have received a master's degree either in the discipline they teach or in related disciplines, which is useful for
increasing the insight and professionalism of the teachers. Because in MBI, teachers are supported by both leaders and institutions to continue their education. The AU Pacet MBI teachers are also very active in participating in existing activities, such as training and seminars which are very useful in the teaching and learning process. Apart from that, most of the MBI AU Pacet teachers can also take advantage of advances in technology in order to increase the effectiveness and efficiency of teaching and learning activities in schools and can also be competently professional.

In terms of direction as well as communication patterns, teachers can get motivation directly from the leadership because the MBI School is not limited by a formal hierarchy of authority between the leadership and the teachers, thus creating excellent communication links. And there are also organizational cultures in the MBI School, including: conducting regular weekly meetings led directly by the leader (coordinator) with the teachers. Which is done every Wednesday night (Thursday night) every week. In addition, the teachers also conduct monthly meetings or evaluations which are chaired by the Deputy Coordinator in each field. In MBI, there are several Wakoor namely: Teacher Wakoor, Student Wakoor, Administration Wakoor, Curriculum Wakoor, Sarpras Wakoor, Wakoor Mu'adalah, Kepegawaian Wakoor and Kepesantrenan Wakoor. As well as MBI also conducts annual work meetings. All of these are aimed at monitoring and evaluation (monev) in the business process to achieve optimal, maximum results and also achieve success. Likewise in terms of work commitment and sincerity, leaders provide examples or demonstrate the importance of responsibility in doing a job. Start with a sense of belonging to a job, because the MBI leader is someone who likes to nurture and provide direct guidance. From some of the explanations above, the teacher's performance at MBI AU Pacet Mojokerto has an active role in achieving the vision, mission, and goals of the madrasah. In accordance with the existing madrasa commitments, namely: "Believing, having faith, knowledge, discipline, responsibility, clean, polite, friendly, neat". The vision, mission and goals of the madrasah will be achieved because the teacher's performance is maximum and also has a forward orientation.

This research is strengthened by research conducted by Lathifah and Rustono, entitled "The Influence of Organizational Culture on Employee Performance at Madrasah Aliyah Negeri (MAN) Cimahi". The results of this study concluded that: (1) the organizational culture of MAN Cimahi is very good, (2) the performance of the employees of MAN
Cimahi is very good, (3) the organizational culture has a significant effect on the performance of the employees of MAN Cimahi. In this study, the results show that there is an influence of organizational culture on the performance of teachers at SMP Negeri 2 Gamping Sleman Yogyakarta. Based on the results of this study and previous research, it is evident that organizational culture is very important to be given to employees in an organization, because with an organizational culture that is in accordance with the work that has been done, employees will work more optimally. With maximum performance, the vision and mission of the organization can indirectly be realized.

**Effect of Work Motivation on Teacher Performance:**

In accordance with the results of data analysis using SPSS version 25, the effect of work motivation on teacher performance is 44.7%, and the research t score is 2.181> t table is 2.00247. This shows the results in which the X2 variable (work motivation) has a significant effect on the Y variable (teacher performance). Maslow's Need Herarchy Theory or A Theory of Human Motivation, which was put forward by Abraham Maslow in 1943 and stated that the needs and satisfaction of an individual consist of biological and psychological needs in the form of material and non-material. It is important for Maslow's thinking that the needs that have been met provide motivation to work for someone. In this regard, work motivation has several indicators that researchers take and use from the theory of needs put forward by Abraham Maslow, namely: physiological needs, safety and security needs, social needs, reward needs, and self-actualization needs.

Work motivation in MBI is very influential on teacher performance. In terms of physiological needs, the leadership is very concerned about, especially in terms of the welfare of teachers. Apart from demanding obligations, there are rights and welfare of teachers which are also given or facilitated. Namely in the case of honorary (salaries), which in MBI there are 3 levels (grade) of teachers, namely: grade A, B and C which are given depending on the level of the teachers by having several provisions, namely by looking at how teachers work professionally during in this institution, and there are also other assessments that are determined by the length of time teaching at the institution, student assessments and also attention to discipline.

Apart from the honorarium (salary) according to grade, there are other benefits that are also provided, namely providing facilities called BMI (Bairul Maal wal Isti'arah). There are loan facilities without interest and collateral. Teachers are welcome to apply for loans, according to
the criteria that have been made or agreed upon, namely the ability to pay as seen from the HR received every month. Because the BMI must be responsible for this. Funds obtained are from deductions from teacher salaries every month, deductions are also determined by the grade of the teachers. In addition to managing savings, BMI also includes pension funds and social funds. All teachers will receive a pension fund if they resign from the madrasah. Likewise with social funds, whether it is a disaster, serious illness, or even death experienced by the teachers' biological families, all will be covered using social funds. Of course, social needs are also very much considered by madrasas.

This research will also be strengthened by research conducted by Rahayu, entitled "The Effect of Motivation and Job Satisfaction on Teacher Performance at SMP Negeri 5 Magelang". The results of this study indicate that in this study there is an effect of motivation and job satisfaction on teacher performance at SMP Negeri 5 Magelang, either simultaneously or partially.

**The Influence of Organizational Culture and Work Motivation on Teacher Performance**

In accordance with the results of the analysis which shows that there is a simultaneous significant and also positive influence between organizational culture and work motivation on teacher performance at MBI AU Pacet Mojokerto, so that the results of the calculation are 96.8% and F research is $183.517 > F_{table 3.16}$. These results are based on calculations obtained using SPSS version 25.

Zameer stated that, in order for good performance to be achieved, Human Resources (HR) are required to have knowledge, skills, abilities, experience, work motivation, cultural values, self-discipline, and high work morale. So that the employee's performance is good which will have an impact on the company's performance which will also increase, and in the end all goals will be achieved.

Organizational culture and work motivation have a strong and strong influence on the performance of teachers in MBI. Because there is or embedded organizational culture that exists in individual teachers. So as to create good results that are given to madrasas and the achievement of the expected goals, and of course will continue to provide motivation or support for teachers in carrying out the tasks and responsibilities that have been given. Teachers who have understood the values of an organization will make this a personality in the organization itself. Existing human resources will be supported by systems, technology, and strategies. Each individual good performance will also lead to good organizational performance as well.
Organizational culture and work motivation have a strong and strong influence on the performance of teachers in MBI. Because there is an embedded organizational culture that exists in individual teachers. So as to create good results that are given to madrasas and the achievement of the expected goals, and of course will continue to provide motivation or support for teachers in carrying out the tasks and responsibilities that have been given. Teachers who have understood the values of an organization will make this a personality in the organization itself. Existing human resources will be supported by systems, technology, and strategies. Each individual good performance will also lead to good organizational performance as well.

This research is also strengthened by Wuryantina (2015) entitled "The Influence of School Organizational Culture and Motivation with Teacher Performance in Public Elementary Schools of Gugus Adiarsa Karawang Barat". The results of this study are: (1) there is a positive relationship between school organizational culture and teacher performance. (2) there is a positive relationship between motivation and teacher performance, (3) there is a positive relationship between school organizational culture and motivation together with teacher performance.

**CONCLUSION**

Based on the results of data analysis of the influence of organizational culture and work motivation on teacher performance at the Amanatul Ummah Pacet Mojokerto International Standard Madrasah (MBI), this chapter concludes:

There is an influence between organizational culture (X1) on teacher performance (Y). This can be concluded from the calculation results using SPSS version 25. The significance level uses 0.05. So that the \( t \)-research number is \( 2.655 > t \) table is 2.00247. The magnitude of the influence between the variable X1 on Y is 54.5%.

There is an influence between work motivation (X2) on teacher performance (Y). This can be concluded from the analysis results for a significance level of 0.05. So that the \( t \)-research number is \( 2.181 > t \) table is 2.00247. The magnitude of the influence between the X2 variable on Y is 44.7%.

The results of the analysis of the influence of organizational culture and work motivation on teacher performance have been carried out by researchers, which are obtained from the results of the respondents' answers through a questionnaire that has been distributed to 60 samples (respondents), calculations with the help of the SPSS application version 25. So that based on the test results the...
coefficient of determination (R2) obtained F research of 183.517 > F table which is equal to 3.16. And it shows a significance level of 0.000 < 0.05. So it can be concluded that there is a positive and significant influence between organizational culture (X1) and work motivation (X2) on teacher performance (Y). The amount of influence between these variables is 96.8%. Meanwhile, the magnitude of the influence of other variables outside the model is 3.2%.
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